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Solid-state lighting (SSL) is an energy-saving lighting technol-
ogy. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs) are two main branches of SSL technology that are
evolving most rapidly in the recent years.1,2 Utilizing semiconductor
materials, SSL devices convert electricity to light much more
effectively than conventional lighting sources. Additionally, they
contribute to reduction of green house gases and offer a cleaner
environment.3–5 Solar-powered LEDs can make direct use of
renewable energy for our society’s lighting needs.6 It has been
estimated that a reduction of approximately 29% (50%) of U.S.
(global) energy consumption for lighting could be reached by 2020
as a result of solid-state lighting applications.7,8

White-light LEDs, which have enormous potential for general
lighting applications, are produced by either mixing red, green, and
blue (RGB) LEDs or by phosphor conversion, in which white light
is generated by coating a blue or near-UV LED with a yellow or
multichromatic phosphor.3 However, both processes are associated
with complex mixing or doping schemes and significant reduction
of device efficiency due to problems such as self-absorption,
relatively low light capture efficiency of phosphors, or nonradiative
carrier losses.9,10 A recent discovery shows that ultrasmall CdSe
nanocrystals (NCs) give rise to a broad (white-light) emission
covering the entire visible spetrum,11 as a direct result of very high
surface-to-volume ratio and, thus, a significantly larger number of
midgap surface sites. These tiny nanocrystals are promising for use
as a direct white-light phosphor without involving complicated
doping/mixing procedures.

While they may offer some advantages over other phosphors,
the weak correlations among the nanocrystals will limit their uses
as white-light-emitting diodes, due to the difficulties in achieving
high conductivity and mobility required for a LED. Semiconductor
bulk materials that have good transport properties and can convert
electricity directly to white light are most desirable. In this work,
we demonstrate that a unique family of inorganic-organic hybrid
semiconductors12,13 show great promise to be used as a single-
material white-light-emitting source directly in a LED configuration.
These highly crystalline materials are composed of two-dimensional
layers of II-VI semiconductor motifs (inorganic component) that
are bonded by amine molecules (organic component) to form
perfectly ordered crystal lattices (Figure 1a,b). They not only possess
a number of enhanced semiconductor properties with respect to
their parent II-VI binary compounds but also exhibit very strong
structure-induced quantum confinement effect (QCE),14,15 to the
same (and often higher) extent as those of the smallest colloidal
quantum dots (QDs) reported to date.16,17 We show that a select
group of these materials emit over the entire visible region, very
much like the magic-sized CdSe NCs. More significantly, they
represent the first semiconductor bulk materials that generate direct
white light and possess the following advantageous features over
the CdSe NCs: (a) their crystal structures are fully characterized;
(b) the infinite layers of the II-VI can provide efficient conduction

pathways for electrons and holes to achieve better transport
properties; (c) the crystal structures and optical properties can be
controlled and tailored precisely and systematically; and (d) they
can be processed in bulk forms and have no limitations/restrictions
on issues related to particle size.

Shown in Figure 1a is a 2D-[Cd2S2(ba)] (ba ) n-butylamine)
based double-layer structure, 1. A view of the double layer is
depicted in Figure 1b. The room temperature absorption and
emission spectra of the same compound are plotted in Figure 1c.

The broad emission covers the entire visible spectrum, and
interestingly, band edge emission is significantly reduced, leading
to a well-balanced white-light spectrum. A similar observation was
reported for very small CdSe NCs. The phenomenon was ascribed
to deep trap emission that takes place when a photogenerated hole
is trapped in a midgap state (surface site) and combines with an
electron before it relaxes back to the ground state via a nonradiative
pathway.11,18 Because of the very small particle size of CdSe NCs,
the surface-to-volume ratio is very large, giving rise to dominating
surface states, diminished band edge emission features, and a very
broad emission. In the case of the hybrid materials, it is worth noting
an interesting relationship between their crystal structures and
emission bandwidth. As shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Informa-
tion), a double-layer 2D-[Cd2S2(ba)] has a very large number of
surface sites within each crystal, due to the nature of its layered
structure. A single-layer structure made of the same inorganic
elements, 3D-[CdS(hda)0.5], however, possesses no surface sites
within each crystal. The emission bandwidth of the 3D-[CdS(hda)0.5]
is significantly narrower (Figure S2b, Supporting Information).

Figure 2 shows the white-light emission from 1 and Mn-doped
1. A commercial LED (360 nm) illuminates blue light (Figure 2a).
A thin layer of yellowish-colored 1 prepared from a DMSO solution

Figure 1. (a) Side view of the double-layer 2D-[Cd2S2(ba)] based crystal
structure, 1. Cd: teal; S: red; N: blue; C: black spheres. (b) The double
layer of CdS in 1. (c) Room temperature absorption and emission spectra
of 1 (λex ) 360 nm).
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was coated onto the LED (Figure 2b). Upon illumination, it
generated white light (Figure 2c). Isolated manganese ion (Mn2+)
is known to be a strong luminescent center and has led to
photoluminescence (PL) enhancement in numerous II-VI systems
as well as in II-VI hybrid materials.19–23 Figure 2d shows a LED
illuminating a coated thin layer of 1 with 0.1 mol % of Mn. The
highest PL intensity was achieved at a dopant level of 0.5 mol %
of Mn (see Figure 3 and Figure S3). Higher Mn2+ concentration
results in a decrease in the PL intensity, due to appreciable
Mn2+-Mn2+ interactions as a consequence of close proximity of
these ions.22,23 The chromaticity coordinates range from 0.31 to
0.34 (x) and 0.35 to 0.40 (y) for 1 and Mn-doped samples, falling
well within the white region of the International Commission on
Illumination (CIE) 1931 color space chromaticity diagram (Figure
S4, Supporting Information).24 The fluorescence quantum yield was
obtained following a similar procedure reported previously for
CdSe11,21 and is on the order of 4-5%, compared to 2-3 and
1-5% for the CdSe11 and ZnSe25 nanocrystals, respectively.

The length of the organic monoamines (L) also plays a role in
the PL emission. The emission intensities of Mn2+-doped single-
layer 3D-[Zn1-xMnxSe(L)0.5]26 series (L ) ethylenediamine or en,
propyldiamine or pda, butyldiamine or bda, and hexayldiamine or
hda) increase monotonically from en to hda at x ≈ 0.2.22 The same
effect was observed in the single-layer 3D-[Cd1-xMnxSe(L)0.5]
structures (L ) en, hda).23 This was attributed to the extent of
interlayer Mn2+-Mn2+ interactions. As the length of the diamine
molecules increases, the interlayer manganese interactions are
weakened and the more prominent 2D confinement led to enhanced
PL intensities.22,23 The same trend is found in the double-layer
2D-[Cd2S2(L)] series. The integrated intensities for L ) n-
propylamine or pa, ba, n-pentylamine or pta, and n-haxylamine or
ha are plotted in Figure 4.

In summary, we have developed the first semiconductor bulk
materials that are capable of generating direct white light and are

promising for use as a single-material white-light-emitting source
in LEDs. We have shown that their structures and light-emitting
properties can be tuned systematically. More importantly, these
hybrid semiconductors have distinctive advantages of possessing
perfectly ordered and extended (infinite) structures as their parent
II-VI semiconductors and, thus, are possible to attain high carrier
conductivity and mobility that are necessary for high-efficiency
light-emitting diodes.
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Figure 2. White-light emission from the double-layer 2D-[Cd2S2(ba)] based
structures. (a) A 5 mm reference UV LED (360 nm) illuminating blue light
(commercially available from Le Group Fox, Inc.); (b) the same LED coated
with a thin layer of sample 1 (before illumination); (c) the same LED
illuminating a coated thin layer of sample 1; and (d) the same LED
illuminating a coated thin layer of Mn-doped 1 (0.1 mol %).

Figure 3. The integrated PL intensity (λex ) 360 nm) as a function of Mn
dopant amount (0-5 mol %). Line is drawn to guide the eyes.

Figure 4. The integrated PL intensity as a function of the amine length (L
) pa, ba, pta, and ha, λex ) 360 nm). Line is drawn to guide the eyes.
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